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Abstract. Software development processes include functional and non-functional requirements (NFRs) in the analysis phase but usually do not propagate NFRs into the design and implementation. In many cases NFRs are tackled after implementation for performance tuning. However, software as needed in cyber-physical systems is highly dependent on quality requirements (which we use synonymously for NFRs), because they interact with the physical world and safety aspects are critical. Thus, quality concerns must drive development processes in the whole life cycle. Component-based software engineering gives a good starting point for integrating NFRs into the whole development process, since implementations satisfy well-defined interfaces and enable variability referring to the ability of exchanging a component’s implementation. This variability suggests that different implementations can be distinguished in terms of the quality requirements they fulfil in contrast to their functional properties. Hence, NFRs are a variability dimension in software systems which must be considered. In this paper we outline an approach combining hyperspaces, enabling separation of quality concerns, with feature trees, being used for quality variability handling, for enabling explicit quality modelling to drive system composition. Dependent on different system contexts then a new composition can be generated based on the quality requirements which are needed to be satisfied in certain contexts.
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1 Motivation

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are a good example for quality-dependent systems because software and physical processes affect each other in feedback loops [9]. Hence, unforeseeable changes of the physical world are propagated to the virtual world and therefore cannot be predicted completely at design time. For this reason, quality requirements such as response-time, safety and energy consumption must underlie special attention to prevent self-violation of the system and its surrounding. Thus, context changes influence the quality requirements of the system and must trigger a regeneration of the overall system composition.
because different contexts may need varying quality requirements. In this sense, the whole system can be composed optimally w.r.t. the current context.

In quality aware systems three main characteristics need to be satisfied: 1) multi-qualities, 2) quality dependencies, and 3) dynamic composition generation. In the following we discuss the problems associated with those characteristics.

Since quality requirements cannot be fulfilled by a single component [13], quality concerns are widespread over the whole architecture without being connected to each other conceptually. This non-related distribution of quality handling results in a system which is not dynamically recomposed if contexts change and therefore other quality requests must be served. This constitutes the problem that no system knowledge exists about which artefacts fulfil which quality requirements because of unknown scattered quality requirement realisations.

Qualities are interrelated and may not be considered in isolation [5]. That means, if the context changes along with the context’s quality requirements it must be clear which dependent quality requirements must be satisfied although they are not directly affected by the context change.

Dynamic generation of system compositions dependent on context changes require for being able to navigate from quality requirements to satisfying artefacts at design time and at runtime. Only runtime tracing from quality requirements to fulfilling components exploit the knowledge of which quality requirements hold in a certain context and is therefore essential in the whole development process.

2 Hyperspace Quality Controlled Composition System

We believe that the general strategy to tackle the described problems is a separation of quality concerns instead of scattering them over the system. To separate concerns we must specify quality attributes and functional artefacts detached from each other. The basic idea is to build on the Hyperspace approach with multi-dimensional separation of concerns from Ossher and Tarr [11] because qualities are crosscutting and can be handled if considered as dimensions in a hyperspace.

As a precondition we distinguish between quality requirements of the system under development in contrast to quality assertions, being satisfied by a certain artefact. Quality requirements are detached from artefacts because they don’t make assumptions about the concrete components contained in the system. On the other hand quality assertions express explicitly which concrete quality values can be fulfilled by units and therefore are connected to them. Fig. 1 a) illustrates an example with the quality assertions response time, energy consumption and accuracy for exemplary concrete component implementations encapsulated behind the two interfaces car control component and distance sensing component.

Assuming that all components possess quality assertions, we span up a hyperspace. As can be seen in Fig. 1 b) every quality complies with one dimension. Each dimension is divided into concerns w.r.t the quality assertions from the
components. Thus, each artefact is arranged into the hyperspace by considering the quality assertions as coordinates on each dimension. Furthermore, quality assertions may not only be concrete values but functions. This way, artefacts are arranged into the hyperspace by means of point sets. Thus, the mapping can be non-injective. However, without an index mechanism for granting access, we cannot benefit from the hyperspace because the artefacts need to be located.

The idea is that all quality requirements of the system are considered as features in a feature tree. Each quality requirement complies with a feature and its classifications are subfeatures. To achieve an effective index mechanism of the hyperspace we now map the quality features from the tree to intervals of the hyperspace. This mapping results in a semantic connection between the decoupled quality assertions of the artefacts and the quality requirements of the system. If, e.g., energy consumption, which was stated in the requirements engineering phase, is divided into high and low we now can determine which components in the hyperspace comply with those quality requirements. This relation is depicted in Fig. 1 b) and 1 c). In the right part the quality requirements can be seen mapped to the corresponding dimensions. To further express dependencies between quality requirements we consider approaches such as described in [2] where propositional formulas specify fine-granular constraints between different features which cannot directly be read from the feature model. With such propositional formulas it is possible to specify, e.g., that fine accuracy implies a fast response time. Furthermore, fast response time can imply high energy consumption. If a context change now results in the change of the quality requirement of accuracy from coarse to fine, it can automatically be derived that not only the implementation of the distance sensing component must be exchanged but also the implementation of the car control component. These quality dependencies allow for a flexible mechanism of determining which quality requirements are affected by context changes and therefore which artefacts have to be exchanged or modified. Thus, a new system composition can be generated automatically for changing contexts.
3 Related Work

The only known combination of the Hyperspace approach with feature trees is the HyperFeatuRSEB method [4]. Regarding to [14] features compose one dimension and requirements specified in use-cases compose the other to derive a system’s architecture. Limitations of HyperFeatuRSEB are that qualities are not considered and that the methodology is too static in terms of only having two fixed dimensions.

Research in the field of specifying qualities explicitly has been done in [1] which resulted in the Component Quality Modeling Language (CQML). Later on, an extension emerged named CQML+ [12] and finally the Energy Contract Language (ECL) was developed as an extension of the formerly mentioned w.r.t. energy consumption [7]. All of them specify quality contracts between software components. In addition, Götz et al. defined a metamodel for ECL which we plan to reuse and improve for our approach since we want to promote model-driven development of quality aware systems.

Finally, approaches exist in [3,6,10,13] which explicitly consider qualities as features. However, all of them don’t separate quality requirements from quality assertions.

4 Research Method

To proof the proposed approach the concepts must be evaluated by several examples. In a first step it is essential to design a CPS scenario. Therein we plan to use the humanoid robot NAO, manufactured by Aldebaran1, which has sensors and actuators and thus forms a CPS, since it can interact with the physical world and communicate with the cyber world such as cloud services. The second step is to use our concepts to specify and implement this scenario to approve our approach. More CPS scenarios will follow then. Furthermore, research has to be done in the areas on how quality assertions can be measured and guaranteed, how contexts can be modelled and related to quality requirements, how this approach can benefit from context-oriented programming [8], and how contexts can parameterise quality dependencies. For the latter, a good starting point would be to analyse first-order logic to be feasible since predicates can be defined which then are usable to specify interrelations between qualities as a function of a context. Crosscutting to the above research directions, a good tooling platform must be implemented to support development of quality aware systems for which a new system composition can be generated at runtime.
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